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Freezing of gait is a debilitating symptom in advanced Parkinson’s disease and responds heterogeneously to treat-
ments such as deep brain stimulation. Recent studies indicated that cortical dysfunction is involved in the develop-
ment of freezing, while evidence depicting the specific role of the primarymotor cortex in themulti-circuit pathology
of freezing is lacking. Since abnormal beta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling recorded from the primary motor cor-
tex in patients with Parkinson’s disease indicates parkinsonian state and responses to therapeutic deep brain stimu-
lation, we hypothesized this metric might reveal unique information on understanding and improving therapy for
freezing of gait.
Here, we directly recorded potentials in the primarymotor cortex using subdural electrocorticography and synchron-
ously captured gait freezing using optoelectronic motion-tracking systems in 16 freely-walking patients with
Parkinson’s disease who received subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation surgery. Overall, we recorded 451
timed up-and-go walking trials and quantified 7073 s of stable walking and 3384 s of gait freezing in conditions of
on/off-stimulation and with/without dual-tasking.
We found that (i) high beta-gammaphase-amplitude coupling in theprimarymotor cortexwas detected in freezing trials
(i.e. walking trials that contained freezing), but not non-freezing trials, and the high coupling in freezing trials was not
caused by dual-tasking or the lack of movement; (ii) non-freezing episodes within freezing trials also demonstrated ab-
normally high couplings, which predicted freezing severity; (iii) deep brain stimulation of subthalamic nucleus reduced
these abnormal couplings and simultaneously improved freezing; and (iv) in trials that were at similar coupling levels,
stimulation trials still demonstrated lower freezing severity than no-stimulation trials.
Thesefindings suggest that elevatedphase-amplitudecoupling in theprimarymotor cortex indicateshigherprobabilities
of freezing. Therapeutic deepbrain stimulationalleviates freezingbybothdecoupling cortical oscillations andenhancing
cortical resistance to abnormal coupling.We formalized thesefindings to a novel ‘bandwidthmodel,’which specifies the
role of cortical dysfunction, cognitive burden and therapeutic stimulation on the emergence of freezing. By targeting key
elements in the model, we may develop next-generation deep brain stimulation approaches for freezing of gait.
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Introduction
Freezing of gait (FOG), defined as the ‘episodic absence or marked
reduction of forward motion of feet despite the intention to
walk’,1 is one of themost debilitating symptoms in Parkinson’s dis-
ease.2,3 Although deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic
nucleus (STN) well controls cardinal symptoms of Parkinson’s dis-
ease such as tremor and motor fluctuation, current DBS therapy
provides modest and highly heterogeneous benefits to FOG.4–8

Revealing the neurophysiological patterns directly associated
with FOG and the underlying modulation effects induced by DBS
will foster optimized DBS therapy targeting FOG.

As a higher-level modulator of the supraspinal locomotor net-
work, the primary motor cortex (M1) participates in the control of
gait initiation and gait stability.9,10 Previous structural MRI andmag-
netic resonance spectroscopy studies indicated that a lower grey
matter volume and abnormal metabolite ratios were evident in the
M1ofsubjectswith freezing/impairedgait.9,11 By leveraging function-
alMRI and virtual reality gait paradigms, Shine et al.12 observed a sig-
nificant decrease in blood oxygen level-dependent response in the
bilateralM1during behavioural freezing compared to stablewalking.
Since neuroimaging studies were unable to model real gait during
scanning,Pozzi et al.13 recently recordedmultisiteneurophysiological
signals (STN and scalp EEG) during walking, and found that FOGwas
associated with low frequency decoupling betweenmotor cortex re-
gions and the STN, further confirming the involvement of dysfunc-
tional M1 in FOG. However currently, the neurophysiological
characteristicsspecifically related toFOGwithin theM1remain large-
lyunknown. Inaddition, littleattentionhasbeenpaid tothe influence
of DBS in improving FOG and the corresponding underlying cortical
response. This knowledge, though can be challenging to get, is par-
ticularly important for translating current findings into improved
DBS therapy, e.g. adaptive DBS targeting freezing.14

Recent research has identified abnormal beta-gamma phase-
amplitude coupling (PAC) in the M1 as a cortical biomarker of

parkinsonian motor impairment that can be reversed through
therapeutic DBS.15 PAC has been hypothesized as a physiological
mechanism for neural intra- and inter-region communication by
coordinating the timing of spiking and synaptic inputs,16 while
excessive PAC may constrain information transmission.17 Since
FOG also involves dysfunction in M1, and is characterized as a
disorder associated with impaired neural transmission efficiency
in the locomotion system,18 we hypothesized that PAC in M1might
reveal unique information on mechanisms underlying the
emergence and treatment of FOG in Parkinson’s disease.

In this study,we recorded subdural electrocorticographic (ECoG)
signals directly from the M1 of freely-walking patients with
Parkinson’s disease who received STN-DBS therapy. Through syn-
chronized 3D optoelectronic motion tracking systems, we quanti-
fied long periods of stable walking and ongoing freezing in both
the stimulation off and on states. We observed that the intensity
of PAC in M1 during walking predicted freezing severity and cogni-
tive burdens exacerbate freezing through a ‘resources-competition’
way. STN-DBS alleviated FOG by both reducing cortical PAC and in-
creasing cortical resilience to excessive PAC. Based on these find-
ings, we proposed the novel ‘bandwidth model,’ which extends
the current multi-circuit hypothesis of FOG and may aid the devel-
opment of next-generation neuromodulation therapy for FOG.

Materials and methods
Subject identification

Patients with Parkinson’s disease who were scheduled to undergo
DBS surgery at Beijing TiantanHospital were recruited prospective-
ly from October 2019 to April 2021. Inclusion criteria included: (i)
diagnosis of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease according to the UK
brain bank criteria; (ii) clinical FOGs can be successfully induced
as confirmed by at least one experienced movement disorders
neurologist; (iii) FOG reached moderate severity as attested by
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a Freezing of Gait Questionnaire score >10; and (iv) aged between 50
and 80 years. Patients were excluded if they (i) were unable to walk
independently in the OFF-medication condition; (ii) demonstrated
severe cognitive impairment making cooperation impossible; or
(iii) had prominent tremors [any item of the MDS-Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) 3.15–3.18≥ 3]. Overall,
16 patients were included in this study. This study was in agree-
ment with the Declaration of Helsinki, approved by the IRB of
Beijing Tiantan Hospital (KY 2018-008-01), registered in the
Chinese Clinical Trial Registry (ChiCTR1900026601) and conducted
under the supervision of an authoritative third party (China
National Clinical Research Center for Neurological Diseases). All
patients signed written informed consent.

DBS and electrocorticography strip electrode
implantation

DBS electrodes were placed in the bilateral STN as previously re-
ported.19 Briefly, DBS electrodes (model L301, Pins Medical) were
implanted into the T2-weighted MRI identified STN target using a
Leksell stereotactic system (Elekta Instrument AB) under local an-
aesthesia. Intraoperative microelectrode recording measuring the
length of theDBS trajectory in the STN andmacro-stimulation tests
were conducted for trajectory selection. A CT scan was performed
to confirm the location of the lead and to look for any signs of cere-
bral haemorrhage after surgery.

The subdural ECoG strip (HKHS), composed of eight stainless
steel contacts of 4 mm total diameter, 2.5 mm exposed diameter
and 10 mm spacing interval (except one subject was implanted
with the 30 contact strip electrodes with 3 mm total diameter,
1.7 mm exposed diameter and 5 mm spacing) was placed in the
right M1 region through the same burr hole as the DBS electrodes.
Preoperative high-resolution CT with the stereotactic frame
markers attached was computationally fused to the anatomical
T1-weighted MRI, enabling stereotactic planning and confirmation
that the distance between the burr hole and the M1 is within the
range of the ECoG strip length. After surgery, the position of the
ECoG stripwas confirmedwith a CT scan and 3D cortical surface re-
construction.20 The exemplary postoperative CT-MRI fused image
and the surface reconstruction showing the position of the ECoG
and DBS electrodes are displayed in Fig. 1A and B. ECoG strips
were taken out at the second stage of DBS surgery when the pulse
generator connected to DBS electrodeswas implanted. The average
duration of lead externalization was 8.9 ± 2.3 days. No incision in-
fections or other hardware-related complications were observed
in the perioperative period in any of the included patients.

Experimental protocol and motion capture system

Patients started to complete experimental tasks in the gait labora-
tory 3–5 days after electrode implantation. All anti-parkinsonian
medication was stopped at least 12 h, and stimulation was stopped
2 h before all recordings. Motor tasks were conducted under
three conditions: no-stimulation, high-frequency stimulation
(HFS, 130 Hz), and low-frequency stimulation (LFS, 60 Hz). The
no-stimulation condition was always tested first, with the order
of HFS and LFS being randomly counterbalanced across patients
(HFS first in nine patients, LFS first in seven patients). A 30–
60 minwash-in periodwas set to prepare patients for the upcoming
tasks conducted in stimulation conditions. All subjects were
blinded to their stimulation parameters during the experiment.
We used a portable analogue stimulator (T901, Pins Medical) to

deliver square biphasic pulses in a bipolar configuration.
Stimulation bandwidthwas always set to 60 μs. Stimulation voltage
was optimized according to the patient’s feedback on motor im-
provement and the results of simplified motor test batteries.

Standard experimental tasks started with a 3 min of rest sitting
and a 3 min of rest standing recording. During rest sitting and
standing, patients were asked to keep relaxed and look at the cross
sign hanging on the wall �2 m away. After that, patients were
equipped with 22 sensors in both lower limbs (one in the foot,
one in the heel, four in the shank, four in the thigh, and one in
the waist, both sides), and completed a 5 m back-and-forth (10 m
in total) timed up-and-go task (Fig. 1C). All walkings were captured
using an optoelectronic system (CODA, Charnwood Dynamics Ltd),
which computed the 3D coordinates of the 22 lower limb sensors in
real-time with a sampling rate of 100 or 200 Hz. Each
back-and-forth walking was counted as one walking trial. In each
stimulation condition, patients completed at least four trials of nor-
mal walking. As opposed to the ‘normal walking,’ patients also
completed at least four trials of ‘dual-tasking walking,’ during
which patients were asked to perform extra cognitive tasks while
walking. Cognitive tasks were randomly assigned, including calcu-
lation, listing animal names and transferring coins between hands.
The whole course of the motor experiment was completed
OFF-medication andwas video recordedusing awide-angle camera
synchronized with motion tracking.

Determination and quantification of freezing

Two independent raters clinically assessed all walking trials by
examining the raw video recordings and the optoelectronics-based
lower limb motion track replays. The two raters each gave judge-
ments on whether a trial contained freezing and when the freezing
occurred. We also adopted a freezing index (FI) approach to object-
ively determine and quantify freezing events21 and deposited the
code for computing FI from 3D optoelectronics data on https://
github.com/zixiao-yin/ecogFog. Briefly, we first transformed the
coordinate data recorded by the optoelectronic sensors to acceler-
ation data by calculating differencing twice (Python function diff).
Spectrum analysis was then performed on the transformed accel-
eration data with respect to the forward walking direction using
the fast Fourier transform.13 The FI was computed as the ratio of
power between the ‘freezing band’ (3–8 Hz) and the ‘locomotion
band’ (0–3 Hz)21 in a 6 s-sliding window centred in t with a step
size of 0.1 s. The final FI was the average of eight sensor channels
that were least contaminated (four on each side, including foot,
shank, thigh and waist). A ‘freezing threshold’ was set to ‘3’.21

Notably, because FI is a dynamic measurement, we defined that if
FI dropped from >3 to a value between 2 and 3 and then rose back
to >3, this was considered as one continuous freezing event rather
than two. But if the FI dropped from >3 to a value <2, this marked
the end of the freezing. Setting ‘2’ as a ‘lower freezing threshold’
was based on evidence that the lowest individual freezing thresh-
old is around ‘2’.22 The period lasting from the first to the last
time point where FI is >3 in a freezing event was referred to as
the duration of a freezing event (Fig. 1D). In each trial, the number
of freezings and the duration of each freezing event were counted
and calculated. In addition, we classified each walking trial as a
freezing trial or a non-freezing trial based on whether it contained
a freezing event. Only trials with consistent judgements between
subjective and objective assessments were qualified for further
analysis. Inconsistent trials were excluded, as their uncertainty
may contaminate both the freezing and non-freezing groups.
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Potential recordings and contact selection

The JE-212 amplifier (Nihon Kohdenn) was used to record common

average ECoG potentials. A cup Ag/AgCl electroencephalogram

electrode placed on the subject’s forehead was set as the ground.

Signals were recorded at a sampling rate of 2000 Hz, bandpass fil-

tered at 0.08 and 600 Hz and amplified ×195. We used a DC channel

to synchronize ECoG potentials and the optoelectronicmotion cap-
ture system. In the offline analysis, the ECoGpotentials of each con-
tact were re-referenced to its closest contact, resulting in seven
bipolar cortical channels. We used a notch filter (Butterworth filter,
bandwidth=4 Hz, order = 3) to reject the ambient noise of 50 Hz and
harmonics and the stimulation artefact of 60/130 Hz and harmo-
nics. Signals were downsampled to 1000 Hz for further analysis.

Figure 1 Electrode localization, experimental setup and representation of the freezing index. (A) Localization of electrocorticography (ECoG) electro-
des. The eight contacts (C1–C8) are visualized in the merged image of preoperative MRI and postoperative CT (left). C8 is the contact closest to the DBS
bone hole. The white arrow points to the primary motor cortex. A reconstruction of the cortex and the eight contacts relative to the primary motor
cortex (black arrow) is shown in the right figure. (B) Localization of the STN electrodes (white arrow) in themerged image of preoperative MRI and post-
operative CT. (C) Experimental setup and protocol. Patients were asked to walk barefoot while completing a 10 m (5 m one way) back-and-forth timed
up-and-go task at a self-selected pace with sensors attached to the lower limbs. The instant coordinates of the sensor were captured through an op-
toelectronic motion tracking system hanging on walls on both sides. Synchronized ECoG potentials were recorded through an extended cable. (D) The
representative diagram of the freezing index (FI). The blue line represents the vertical position of the foot. The green line represents the forward pos-
ition of the foot. The red line represents the FI. When the vertical kinematic rhythm becomes irregular and the forward motion stagnates, FI rises and
exceeds the 3-point threshold (solid black line). Notably, if the FI drops below ‘3’ but then rises back,with the lowest value still over ‘2’ (grey dashed line),
we consider this as one continuous freezing event rather than two. Thus, the diagram shows one continuous freezing event lasting from time point I to
time point III. Because FI does not drop below ‘2’, time point II does not mark the end of this freezing event.
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Out of the seven bipolar channels, the channel selected for analysis
was constituted by the contact pair where at least one of the con-
tacts was landed on M1. This could be the premotor-M1, the
M1-M1 or the M1-S1 contact pairs, depending on which pair de-
monstrated the highest PAC during rest sitting.17 The coordinates
of the selected contact pairs coveringM1 for each subject are shown
in Supplementary Table 1. In addition, the S1-post S1 contact pair
was selected as a control channel, which represented signals that
were irrelevant to the motor cortex.

Power spectral density calculation

We employed the Welch periodogram method (Python MNE func-
tion psd_welch23) to calculate power spectral density using a fast
Fourier transform of 512 points. This rendered a frequency reso-
lution of 1.95 Hz. A 50% overlap using a Hanning window was
used to reduce edge effects. Power spectral density was
transformed into the log scale. In the computation of the beta
(13–30 Hz) and gamma (50–200 Hz) power, a further inner-subject
normalization was made by calculating the percentage of the total
power in each subject.

Phase-amplitude coupling analysis

Phase-amplitude coupling was calculated using a method that
has been previously described.24 Briefly, potentials recorded in
ECoG were first bandpass filtered into a low frequency band
(6–50 Hz in a 2 Hz step, without overlap) and a high frequency
band (50–200 Hz in a 4 Hz step, without overlap) using a two-
way zero phase lag finite impulse response filter. Then, the in-
stantaneous phase of the low frequency bandpass filtered signal
and the instantaneous amplitude of the high frequency filtered
signal were extracted through the Hilbert transform. The modu-
lation index (MI) was derived using the Kullback-Leibler dis-
tance that measures the divergence between the probability
distribution of high-frequency amplitudes and uniform distri-
bution. The obtained MI was normalized by calculating the
z-score of 200 surrogates generated by randomly swapping
amplitudes time blocks.25 Z-scored PAC computed for multiple
frequencies of phase and amplitude can be demonstrated as
a comodulogram (Fig. 2A). We used the Tensorpac toolbox
(https://etiennecmb.github.io/tensorpac/)26 to conduct all PAC
calculations.

Trial analysis

For data recorded during rest sitting and standing, the first continu-
ous 30 s datawithout artifact andmovementwere selected for ana-
lysis. For data recorded during walking, the whole length of data
recorded in completing the walking trial was analysed. PAC was
calculated using a 10 s sliding windowwith a 5 s step size and aver-
aged among windows. A 10 s sliding window was selected because
the shortest walking trial lasted 11 s. Ten seconds is a reliable cal-
culation length, which contains over 130 cycles of beta-band
phase.27 Supplementary Fig. 1A and B show that the 10 s-window
MIs were highly linearly correlated with the 30 s-window MIs in
both the trial wise correlation (Spearman r= 0.88, P<0.001) and
the subject wise correlation (Spearman r= 0.97, P<0.001). PAC sta-
tistics were then compared among the standing, freezing, and non-
freezing trials.

Episode analysis

It should be noted that in freezing trials, it was not the case that at
all time points the subject was under freezing. Instead, a freezing
trial contained both the episodes where the subject was freezing
and episodes where the subject was walking stably. Thus, in each
freezing trial, we extracted a continuous 5 s non-freezing-episode
with the lowest average FI and termed it as the freezing trials’ non-
freezing episode (FN), which best represented a period of clear,
rhythmicwalking in a freezing trial.Moreover, the freezing episode,
where FI exceeded three, in a freezing trial was extracted and
termed as the freezing trials’ freezing episode (FF). For non-freezing
trials, a continuous 5 s episode with the lowest average FI was also
extracted and termed as the non-freezing trials’ normal walking
episode (NN), served as a control. The schematic diagramof the epi-
sode extraction is shown in Fig. 3A and B. Episodes with the same
type extracted from trials in the same stimulation condition were
concatenated for each subject. A 10 s sliding window with a 1 s
step size was employed for PAC computation to improve data util-
ization. In the comparison of PAC between the three types of epi-
sodes, an inner-subject normalization was made by calculating
the percentage relative change with respect to NN and scaling to
the max value:

percentage relative changek = PACk − PACNN

max(abs(PACk, NN))
× 100% (1)

Where ‘abs’ represents the absolute value, with k= {FN, FF}.

Analysis on dual-tasking and stimulation

Freezing severity and PAC statistics were compared between dual-
task and no-task conditions, and stimulation and no-stimulation
conditions. Condition-wise freezing severity was measured using
three indices: (i) freezing time proportion, referred to as the propor-
tion of the total duration of freezing to the total time spent onwalk-
ing; (ii) freezing frequency per trial, calculated by dividing the total
count of freezing by the total count of trials performed; and
(iii) duration per freezing, calculated by dividing the total duration
of freezing by the total count of freezing. Condition-wise PAC was
calculated by averaging PAC in trials that were performed under
the same condition. In analysing the effect of stimulation, we fur-
ther correlated the stimulation-induced improvement of freezing
severity to the stimulation-induced reduction of PAC. The improve-
ment/reduction was normalized by calculating percentage change
with respect to the no-stimulation condition for each subject:

percentage change = valueNS − valueSTIM

abs(valueNS)
× 100% (2)

Where ‘value’ represents the three indices of freezing severity and
PAC, ‘abs’ represents the absolute value, ‘NS’ represents the
no-stimulation condition and ‘STIM’ represents the stimulation
condition.

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using non-parametric tests
whenever possible (signed-rank tests, Kruskal-Wallis test,
Friedman test and Spearman’s correlation) because of the non-
normal distribution of most studied variables. Linear mixed effect
model was used for repeated measures data where the subject
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was a random effect, and a random intercept was utilized. A two-
tailed P-value< 0.05 was considered significant, withmultiple com-
parisons corrected using the Bonferroni correction. All statistical
analyses were performed using Python 3.

Data availability

All relevant codes reported in the paper can be freely accessed
without restriction. The raw data that support the findings of this

study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable
request after approval of local IRB.

Results
Overall, 16 patientswere included in this study andwere implanted
with the ECoG and DBS electrodes (see Fig. 1A, and B for exemplar
electrode locations of Patient Sub5). Table 1 summarizes the

Figure 2 Freezing trials have higher M1 PAC than non-freezing trials. (A) Co-modulograms showing group-level M1 beta-gamma PAC in rest standing
(left), freezing (middle) andnon-freezing (right) trials. Deep colours indicate high PAC. (B) Box plots indicating the comparison of PACbetween rest stand-
ing, freezing and non-freezing trials, which was tested using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The top right plot shows the paired-comparison results.
Each dot represents a patient. Dots landed above the grey dashed line have higher PACs in freezing trials (PACfreezing). Dots landed below the grey
dashed line have higher PACs in non-freezing trials (PACnon-freezing). (C) Examples show the distributions of amplitude and preferred phase of the coup-
ling in rest standing (red), freezing (orange) andnon-freezing trials (blue). These data are based on Patient Sub8,which is represented by the dotmarked
with a red dashed box in B (top right plot). (D) Box plots comparing freezing time proportion, freezing frequency and duration per freezing between
dual-tasking and no-task trials. (E) Box plots comparing PAC between dual-tasking and no-task conditions in all trials. (F) Box plots comparing PAC
between dual-tasking and no-task conditions in non-freezing trials. In box plots, the lower and upper borders of the box represent the 25th and
75th percentiles, respectively. The centreline represents themedian. The whiskers extend to the smallest and largest data-points that are not outliers
(1.5 times the interquartile range). Significant P-values after Bonferroni correction are indicated. **P<0.01, *P<0.05, signed-rank test.
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demographics, outcomes of motor assessments, and stimulation
parameters used during lead externalization. The 16 subjects
were on average 66.1 years old, with an average disease duration
of 9.3 years. The average preoperative MDS-UPDRS III scored 50.1
in the OFF-medication state, which was reduced to 25.1 in the
on-stimulation/OFF-medication state, rendering an average motor
improvement of 49.9%. Two subjects were excluded from later ana-
lyses: Patient Sub7 was unable to complete the required number of
walking trials due to severe gait problems, and Patient Sub10’s sub-
dural electrode was shifted, not covering M1. Thus, the electro-
physiology and motion data from the remaining 14 subjects were
analysed. A total of 451 walking trials at a self-selected pace were
completed by the 14 patients (Fig. 1C). After independent subjective
and objective inspections, consensus between the two approaches
was reached in 407 trials on whether the trial contained freezing
(inter-rater reliability =90.2%). Among the 407 trials, 114were freez-
ing trials with an average trial duration of 85.9 s, including 294
freezing events with average event duration of 11.5 s and a total
freezing duration of 3384 s, and 293 were non-freezing trials, with
an average trial duration of 24.1 s and a total walking duration of
7073 s. All recordings were conducted in the OFF-medication state.

Freezing trials had higher PAC in M1, which was not
induced by dual-tasking or velocity change

The co-modulograms of group-level PAC during rest standing,
freezing and non-freezing trials were shown in Fig. 2A. We ob-

served the highest PAC during rest standing (PBonferroni for standing

versus non-freezing<0.001, for standing versus freezing=0.042;

signed-rank test, Fig. 2B), and a significantly higher PAC during

freezing trials than during non-freezing trials in the M1 (P=0.013,
signed-rank test, Fig. 2B), but not the postcentral gyrus area (P=

0.375, signed-rank test, Supplementary Fig. 2A–C). Consistent re-

sults were also revealed when PAC was computed using a 30 s win-

dow (Supplementary Fig. 1C). Taking Patient Sub8 as an example,

the preferred phases of coupling were similar, but the intensities

of coupling went down from standing to freezing and non-freezing
trials (Fig. 2C). Notably, we did not observe significant differences in

cortical beta and gamma power between freezing and non-freezing

trials, while higher beta power (P=0.007, signed-rank test) and low-

er gamma power (P=0.016, signed-rank test) were indeed observed

during the rest standings compared to that during walking
(Supplementary Fig. 3A and B).

Figure 3 Non-freezing episodes in freezing trials also have higher PAC in M1. (A) Schematic diagram depicting the slicing of non-freezing episodes
(marked in orange, FN) and freezing episodes (marked in red, FF) in freezing trials. The blue line represents the vertical position of the foot, and the
red line represents the freezing index (FI). (B) Schematic diagramdepicting the slicing of normal-walking episodes (marked in blue, NN) in non-freezing
trials. (C) Violin plots indicate the comparison of relative PAC change between FN, FF and NN episodes. The relative change was calculated as the per-
centage change with respect to NN scaling to the max value. Violin plots outline illustrate kernel probability density, with overlaid box plots using the
same conventions as in Fig. 2B. (D) A similar neurophysiological pattern that was characterized by higher M1 PAC in FN and FF episodes was presented
in all subjects. **P<0.01, signed-rank test.
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Given that dual tasks (e.g. calculation while walking) have been
conducted in a number of trials to induce freezing, we asked if
the higher PAC during freezing trials could be directly related to
dual tasks rather than freezing. We first validated that
dual-task trials did have higher freezing severity than no-task trials
(P=0.041 for freezing time proportion, P=0.009 for freezing fre-
quency, signed-rank test, Fig. 2D). But interestingly, dual-task trials
had similar PAC levels to no-task trials (P=0.278, signed-rank test,
Fig. 2E), and dual tasking itself was not correlated with high PAC le-
vel (Spearman r=0.030, P=0.583). If we controlled the factor of
freezing by analysing only the non-freezing trials, we found that
dual-task non-freezing trials had even significantly lower PAC
thanno-task trials (P=0.006, signed-rank test, Fig. 2F). These results
indicated that PAC and dual tasking were not directly associated,
but may interact in a more complex way.

Given that PAC in M1 can be related to bradykinesia in
Parkinson’s disease,15 we assessed if higher PAC during freezing
trials could be induced by the reducedwalking velocity per se rather
than freezing.We instructed five subjects to complete extra trials of
intentionally fast- and slow-velocity walking, and controlled the
factor of freezing by analysing non-freezing trials only (n=72). We
found that the average speed (total distance/total time) was signifi-
cantly different among fast, normal and slow-speed trials (tested
through linear mixed effect models, Supplementary Fig. 4A), while
no difference was observed in PAC (Supplementary Fig. 4B and C).
This suggested that PAC was not directly associated with walking
velocity, and the higher PACobserved in freezing trialswas unlikely
to be induced by velocity change.

Non-freezing episodes in freezing trials also had
higher PAC, which predicted freezing severity

There are two explanations for the observed high PAC in freezing
trials. First, PAC peaked only when freezing occurred while main-
taining a normal level during non-freezing walking. Second, PAC
was constantly at an abnormally higher level during freezing trials,

not limited to the period where freezing occurred. To investigate,
we compared PAC levels between different walking episodes
(Fig. 3A and B). We found that PACs of the FN and FF were at similar
levels (P=0.147, signed-rank test), while both were significantly
higher than that of the NN (P=0.003 for FN, P=0.007 for FF,
signed-rank test, Fig. 3C). This trend was evident in almost each
subject (Fig. 3D) and also held true after correcting the different FI
level using linear mixed effect models [FN versus NN: β=0.427,
95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.104 to 0.749, P=0.010; FF versus
NN: β=0.615, 95% CI =0.060 to 1.170, P=0.030]. These results indi-
cated the non-freezing walking episodes in freezing trials were
also electrophysiologically abnormal.

To investigate how different walking episodes were related to
clinical freezings, we correlated the PAC in episodes of rest stand-
ing (PACstand), stable walking (FN and NN, PACstable) and unstable
walking (FF, and 5 s with highest FI in the non-freezing trial,
PACunstable, Fig. 4A) to the three indices of freezing severity after re-
gressing out the effect of subjects using linearmixed effect models.
We observed that PACstable, but not PACunstable, were significantly
correlatedwith all three indices of freezing severity (Bonferroni cor-
rected P<0.05, Fig. 4B–D).

The influence of DBS on PAC and freezing

We next explored how STN-DBS may act on M1 PAC and freezing
severity. Given that we did not observe significant differences be-
tween HFS and LFS conditions in any of the trial-PAC,
episode-PAC and freezing severity (although a trend favouring
LFS manifested as lower trial PAC and less freezing were observed,
Supplementary Fig. 5A–C), HFS and LFSwere collectively referred to
as STIM in further analysis.We found that stimulation significantly
reduced the three types of PAC and simultaneously alleviated
freezing severitymeasured through the three aforementioned indi-
ces (Fig. 5A and B). When we further correlated the STIM-induced
PAC reduction to the STIM-induced percentage improvement of
freezing severity, only PACstable remained significant in all three

Table 1 Demographics of the 16 FOG patients

Patient Age/
gender

DD
(years)

LEDD FOGQ MDS-UPDRSa MDS-UPDRSb MDS-UPDRSc HFS voltage
(V)d

LFS voltage
(V)e

Stimulation
contacts

Sub1 72/F 10 675 10 47 28 24 3.0 3.3 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub2 60/F 7 750 20 47 24 31 2.5 2.7 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub3 57/F 5 375 14 49 24 34 2.7 2.7 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub4 66/F 10 513 21 61 22 42 2.8 2.8 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub5 53/M 12 1100 24 79 25 31 2.1 1.8 3–1+, 7–5+
Sub6 70/M 12 688 17 70 37 28 2.8 2.8 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub7 73/F 9 1439 20 51 27 46 2.1 2.1 4–3+, 8–7+
Sub8 67/F 6 500 22 52 30 26 3.0 3.2 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub9 59/F 9 700 16 46 21 11 2.8 2.8 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub10 78/M 5 550 18 58 24 27 2.2 2.2 1–3+, 5–7+
Sub11 76/M 8 1351 13 41 11 10 3.0 3.2 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub12 66/F 15 669 13 55 8 21 3.5 3.5 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub13 61/M 7 1150 22 37 18 22 2.4 3.5 4–1+, 8–5+
Sub14 66/F 15 925 20 39 20 27 2.3 2.3 4–2+, 8–6+
Sub15 67/M 10 913 16 42 20 10 2.5 2.5 2–4+, 6–8+
Sub16 67/F 9 1000 15 27 5 13 3.0 3.5 1–3+, 6–8+

DD = disease duration; LEDD = levodopa equivalent daily dose; FOGQ = freezing of gait questionnaire.
aBaseline OFF-medication score.
bBaseline ON-medication score.
cOne month postoperative on-stimulation OFF-medication score.
dStimulation frequency and pulse width for HFS: 130 Hz and 60 μs.
eStimulation frequency and pulse width for LFS: 60 Hz and 60 μs.
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indices of freezing measurements (Bonferroni corrected P<0.05,
Fig. 5C–E). These results suggested that STN-DBS improved FOG
by reducing PAC during stable walking.

It’s also interesting to note, even in STIM trials that were at a
similar PAC level to no-stimulation trials (by picking out
PAC-matched trials with z-scored PAC between 0–0.4, P=0.455,
signed-rank test, Fig. 6A and B), clinical freezing was still signifi-
cantly improved in these STIM trails as compared to no-stimulation
trials (Fig. 6C–E). These results suggested that the freezing allevi-
ation induced by STN-DBS was not due solely to the PAC reduction.
Other modulation ways may also be in play here, such as elevating
cortical resistance to excessive PAC.

The ‘bandwidth model’ of FOG

Finally, based on the above findings, we formalized a theoretical

‘bandwidthmodel’ of FOG to organically explain these observations

(Fig. 7). The ‘bandwidth’ mimics the processing resource in human

brains. The model consists of three main elements, (i) the baseline

occupation; (ii) the dynamic fluctuation; and (iii) the bandwidth

limit. The ‘baseline occupation’ depicts the occupation of cortical

processing resources by the elevated neuronal synchrony, which

can be quantified through M1 PAC and reflects the degree of motor

impairment under a certain condition. The ‘dynamic fluctuation’

reflects the instantaneous cognitive burden, which changes

Figure 4 PAC during stablewalking is correlatedwith freezing severity. (A) Distribution of condition-wise PACs during pre-walking standing (PACstand,
left), stable walking (PACstable, middle) and unstable walking (PACunstable, right). (B) Regression plots showing the correlation between PACstand and the
freezing time proportion (top), freezing frequency (middle) and duration per freezing (bottom). (C) Regression plots showing the correlation between
PACstable and the freezing time proportion (top), freezing frequency (middle) and duration per freezing (bottom). (D) Regression plots showing the correl-
ation between PACunstable and the freezing time proportion (top), freezing frequency (middle) and duration per freezing (bottom). Note that each patient
has three data points resulting in 14×3 PAC values (n=42), as PAC was calculated in three stimulation conditions (i.e. HFS, LFS and no-stimulation).
Statistical dependence within subjects was accounted for using linear mixed-effects models. Significant correlations after Bonferroni correction are
marked in red.
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dynamically with time. And the ‘bandwidth limit’ defines a thresh-
old when it is exceeded, information processing overloads and
freezing occurs. The blank zone laid between the bandwidth limit
and baseline occupation is the ‘available bandwidth,’ whose area
represents the instant available neural processing resource.
STN-DBS exerts therapeutic effects on FOG by both reducing the
baseline occupation and elevating the bandwidth limit.

Discussion
In this study, leveraging direct motor cortex recording, 3D-motion
tracking, and walking task trials, we demonstrate that (i) freezing
trials had higher PAC in M1, and the high PAC was not induced by
dual-tasking or velocity change; (ii) non-freezing episodes in freez-
ing trials also had excessive PAC, which predicted freezing severity;

and (iii) STN-DBS reduced PAC and alleviated clinical freezing,
while the PAC reduction was not the only cause of freezing allevi-
ation. A ‘bandwidthmodel’was further proposed to explain the oc-
currence and treatment of FOG.

We linked our observations to themodel as follows. (i) Observed
phenomenon: M1 PAC was significantly and constantly higher in
freezing trials than in non-freezing trials (Figs. 2 and 3) andwas cor-
related with freezing severity during stable walking (Fig. 4).
Reflected in themodel: M1 PACwas indicative of the baseline occu-
pation.Whenholding the dynamicfluctuation and bandwidth limit
on, the higher the baseline occupation was, the higher the chance
freezings were to occur. (ii) Observed phenomenon: freezings
were more likely to occur during dual-task trials, which, however,
were not associated with high PAC. Contrarily, if picking only the
non-freezing trials, dual-tasks were accompanied with a lower
PAC (Fig. 2D–F). Reflected in the model: a higher chance of freezing

Figure 5 The reduction of PACstable predicts the improvement of freezing severity induced by DBS. (A) Box plots comparing PACstand, PACstable and
PACunstable between no-stimulation (NS) and stimulation (STIM) conditions. (B) Box plots comparing freezing time proportion, freezing frequency
and duration per freezing between NS and STIM conditions. Same conventions as in Fig. 2B. **P<0.01, *P<0.05, signed-rank test. (C) Regression plots
showing the correlation between the percentage change of PACstand and the percentage change of freezing time proportion (top), freezing frequency
(middle) and duration per freezing (bottom). (D) Regression plots showing the correlation between the percentage change of PACstable and the percentage
change of freezing time proportion (top), freezing frequency (middle) and freezing duration (bottom). (E) Regression plots showing the correlation be-
tween the percentage change of PACunstable and the percentage change of freezing time proportion (top), freezing frequency (middle) and duration
per freezing (bottom). Note that each patient has two data points resulting in 14×2 PAC values (n=28), as the reduction of PAC was calculated in two
stimulation conditions (i.e. HFS and LFS). Statistical dependence within subjects was accounted for using linear mixed effects models. Significant cor-
relations after Bonferroni correction are marked in red. %RD=percentage reduction; %IMP=percentage improvement.
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in dual-task trials was the result of the elevated dynamic fluctu-
ation rather than the baseline occupation. While due to the larger
fluctuation, only trialswith lowbaseline occupation could avoid ex-
ceeding bandwidth limit, resulting in the observed low PAC in non-
freezing dual-task trials. (iii) Observed phenomenon: stimulation
significantly reduced PAC while simultaneously improving freez-
ing. The STIM-induced reduction of PAC was correlated with the
STIM-induced improvement of freezing (Fig. 5). Reflected in the
model: stimulation reduced baseline occupation, andwhose reduc-
tion should be in accordancewith the lowering of freezing probabil-
ity when the dynamic fluctuation and bandwidth limit were kept
generally constant. (iv) Observed phenomenon: STIM trials had
lower freezing severity than NS trials even when under similar le-
vels of PAC (Fig. 6). Reflected in themodel: except for reducing base-
line occupation, DBS improved FOG also through enhancing
bandwidth limit.

To our knowledge, four classicalmodels have beenproposedhy-
pothesizing the mechanisms of FOG.28

(i) The ‘threshold model’29 indicates that the motor deficits such as reduced

strideamplitudeandasymmetrical stepsizescouldaccumulateduringwalk-

ing.Whenaccumulatedmotor abnormality reaches a threshold, FOGoccurs.

(ii) The ‘cognitive model’30 holds that FOG is triggered by impaired conflict

resolution and is exacerbated by freezing-related executive dysfunction.

One evidence is that freezers could have higher variability than non-

freezers in selecting swing limb when initiating gait.31

(iii) The ‘decouplingmodel’32 stresses that the decoupling betweenperceived

movement intention and the actual release of gait initiation results in

FOG. This explains why patients describe freezing as having ‘their feet

glued to the ground.’

(iv) The ‘interference model’33 explains the occurrence of FOG as the break-

down of parallel information processing of motor, cognitive and limbic

circuits.

Figure 6 Stimulation trials have lower freezing severity thanno-stimulation trials evenwhenunder similar levels of PAC. (A) The distribution of PAC in
no-stimulation (NS) and stimulation (STIM) trials. Trials with PACs between 0 and 0.4 in both theNS and STIM groupswere picked out as PAC-matched
trials (marked by yellow shadow background) for further analyses. Box plots showing the (B) comparison of PAC, (C) comparison of freezing time pro-
portion, (D) comparison of freezing frequency and (E) comparison of duration per freezing between PAC-matched NS and STIM trials. Same conven-
tions as in Fig. 2B. **P<0.01, *P<0.05, signed-rank test. ns =not significant.
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Increasing the number or the difficulty of concurrent tasks
could induce FOG. Notably, most models focused on a feature of
freezing and explained changes in other features as secondary.
By comparison, the ‘interference model’ gave a more comprehen-
sive picture stressing the joint participation of motor, cognitive
and limbic circuits in FOG, which was further supported by later
studies.34–36

One novel aspect of our model is that it provides an approach,
i.e. PAC inM1, to quantitatively track dynamic changes of themotor
circuit in the occurrence of FOG. Previously, abnormal PAChas been
documented in the M1 area in both animal models and humans
with Parkinson’s disease. It was shown that beta-gamma PAC is
correlated with the severity of bradykinesia and decreases during
movement.17,37,38 In our study, we also observed reduced PAC dur-
ing walking as compared to standing. We hypothesize that the re-
lease of cortical broad-gamma amplitude from low oscillation
phasesmay facilitate themotor execution.39 While by demonstrat-
ing that trials with significantly different walking velocities had
similar PAC as long as freezing did not occur (Supplementary Fig.
3), we showed that PAC was not a mere reflection of movement in-
tensity but did indicate motor impairments related to FOG. PAC as
one class of cross-frequency coupling is considered a vital
fundamental mechanism underlying information processing.16

In normal states, the modulation of the high-frequency

amplitude by the low-frequency rhythms is highly dynamic and
task-specific.17,40 In the pathological Parkinson’s disease OFF state,
perpetually elevatedM1 PACmay reflect a restricted cortical activa-
tion state in whichM1 neurons are not able to respond dynamically
to communication across other cortical and subcortical circuits.
Given thatM1 is a crucial node in human gait physiology,10 a patho-
logical hypersynchrony in M1, through entrainment and phase
locking of the broad-gamma activity to the beta carrier rhythm,
could underpin the pathological basis for FOG in Parkinson’s dis-
ease. Alternatively, elevated PACmay reflect changes in the sharp-
ness and asymmetry of cortical beta band waves, representing the
excessive neural synchrony in the basal ganglia-thalamocortical
loop.41,42 Here, our data reveal moderate correlations of PAC and
beta waveform shape and sharpness asymmetry measures
(Supplementary Fig. 6). This suggests, neither mechanism alone
can explain PAC in our study and that either one demonstrates a
form of excessive synchrony in M1 and could be relevant to the
pathology of FOG.

On the other hand, the quantification ofmotor circuit abnormal-
ity makes it possible to further investigate how specifically motor
dysfunction interacts with cognitive burdens during freezing,
therefore extending the classical ‘interference model’ of FOG. By
showing that dual tasking did not directly impact the strength of
PAC in M1, while only trials with low PAC could resist freezing

Figure 7 A graphical representation of the proposed ‘bandwidthmodel’ of FOG.Threemain elements constitute themodel: (i) the baseline occupation;
(ii) the dynamic fluctuation; and (iii) the bandwidth limit. The x-axis represents the time axis, and y-axis represents the occupied bandwidth. When
baseline occupation plus dynamic fluctuation exceeds the bandwidth limit, freezing occurs. Baseline occupation can be quantified through M1 PAC.
In the off-stimulation state (left), the baseline occupation (M1 PAC) maintains at a high level, leading to a high probability of exceeding the bandwidth
limit. In the on-stimulation state (right), a reduction of baseline occupation and an elevation of bandwidth limit clean up larger available bandwidth
that can be used to process dynamic fluctuation, leading to a lower probability of freezing.
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when performing extra concurrent tasks, we reveal that motor and
cognitive processing are actually competing for finite computation-
al capacity. Both walking and dual tasking require cortical process-
ing resources, while the elevation of PAC due to the parkinsonian
state makes walking take more resources. This leads to a corre-
sponding decrease of available resources for cognitive processing,
increases the probability of ‘information overload’ and ultimately
causes FOG.

Ourmodel also explains howSTN-DBSmay act on the pathology
of FOG. Previous reports focused more on the direct improvement
on motor function, suggesting that STN-DBS may exert its effect
on freezing through improving overall gait speed, stride length,
trunk flexion or anticipatory postural adjustments.43–46 Our model
integrates motor improvement into a larger explanatory frame-
work. Loss of dopamine can lead to changes in local and distant
neural population activity.47,48 DBS can disrupt abnormal informa-
tion flow in basal ganglia circuits, potentially by dissociating input
and output signals of the STN.49,50 This may result in the restor-
ation of a normalized cortical activity pattern. Besides, the anti-
dromic activation of the cortico-STN fibres through DBS may
desynchronize cortical neurons51,52 and increase their ability to
transfer information individually, leading to higher information-
coding capacity.53,54 These effects, presented as the improved mo-
tor function and the lower cortical PAC (analogues to lower baseline
occupation), contribute to enlarged disposable computational cap-
acity (analogues to higher available bandwidth) that can be used to
deal with dynamic cognitive burdens and therefore reduces freez-
ing probability. Notably, since the STN is also actively involved in
cognitive processings,55 investigating whether STN-DBS eases
freezing also throughmodulating cognitive circuit (i.e. the dynamic
fluctuation in our model) is warranted in the future.

Moreover, our results provide evidence supporting the clinical
utility of M1 PAC as a reliable feedback biomarker in the develop-

ment of symptom-specific adaptive DBS. In previous reports, cor-

tical PAC in humans was almost exclusively recorded though

ECoG in intraoperative settings17,56,57 or through high-density scalp

EEG.58,59 While in both scenarios, a considerable extent of fixation/

stationary is needed. It is understudied how PAC responds to and

whether PAC can be measured during naturalistic movement.60

Our data demonstrate that although general movement (i.e. walk-

ing) significantly reduced PAC compared to resting, the reduced

PAC still indicates pathological conditions and responses to thera-

peutic DBS. Notably, the results obtained in this study were based

on PAC calculated in a 10-s window. In developing adaptive DBS,

this slower control strategy, as opposed to the fast time scale burst-

detecting strategy,61,62 may better track motor fluctuations over a

period of time.63 The latest Summit RC+S (Medtronic) study64 em-

ployed a feedback time scale of 2–10 min in chronic at-home re-

cordings. Longer data segment increases the signal-to-noise ratio

helping better differentiate pathological from the physiological

state, whichmay also be applied to PAC indices (e.g. PAC computed

in 30 s window is approximately three times the PAC computed in

10 s window, Supplementary Fig. 1). Overall, this study provides a

neurophysiology approach to quantify the severity of motor abnor-

mality in FOG. But notably, PAC in M1 cannot model the dynamic

change of cognitive burden, which also plays a vital role in the oc-

currence of FOG. In fact, as per our model, it is the dynamic fluctu-

ation, but not baseline occupation decides the exact time point

freezing occurs when keeping bandwidth limit constant.

Therefore, future studies tracking changes in the cognitive/limbic

circuit during freezing, e.g. through recording heart rate change,65

or neural activities from the prefrontal cortex,34 would immensely
enrich the proposed model.

In conclusion, this study highlighted the key role of M1-PAC in
the occurrence and treatment of FOG. Based on this, the proposed
‘bandwidthmodel’ adequately explains themulti-circuit pathology
of FOG, uncovers the potential mechanism by which STN-DBS alle-
viates FOG and may foster next-generation neuromodulation ther-
apies targeting gait freezing in parkinsonian patients.
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